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Chapter 1241: A Life-saving Item 

 

However, as the men were talking, the female witch doctor suddenly spoke again. 

When Gu Qiqi raised her head and revealed her stunning face, she stared at Gu Qiqi without blinking. 

Then, she saw the jade stone on Gu Qiqi’s wrist and her gaze became even deeper. 

Her voice was hoarse. “No need to search! Let’s go!” 

Before she left, she even nodded slightly at Gu Qiqi. “My subordinates didn’t do their job well and 

disturbed Young Master!” 

The local tyrants were petrified…! 

All of them wanted to cry but had no tears. How powerful and terrifying must someone be to make the 

witch doctor apologize politely? 

They actually dared to provoke him just now and say that he was shameless… 

They were the ones who were ashamed. 

One by one, they quickly left. 

The door was respectfully closed. 

There was a click and the room fell silent again. 

Lisa and the little dirty turtle looked at Gu Qiqi in confusion. 

Gu Qiqi coughed lightly twice and let go. She obediently stopped touching Lisa. “I’m sorry. I was in a 

hurry just now and offended you. Don’t be angry…” 

Lisa looked at the male version of Gu Qiqi with mixed feelings and opened her mouth. “Although I’m 

incompetent, she’s not stupid. Just now… how can you say that I offended you? Benefactor, you were 

clearly saving my life… My life in the future is yours!” 

His tone was filled with determination! 

Gu Qiqi choked and coughed violently a few times. “Don’t! Sister, cough, cough, cough, cough! Well, I 

didn’t do anything. It was just a little effort. Really!” 

Then, solemnly, she raised her hand. 

Lisa was speechless. 

Gu Qiqi’s fair and strong wrist and the jade pendant hanging on her wrist flashed before her eyes. 

Wait a minute. Could it be that when Gu Qiqi said that it was a piece of cake, it was really because all 

she had to do was to raise her hand…? Was there something special about this pendant? 



Gu Qiqi smiled slightly and caressed the pendant. “Actually, I didn’t expect the thing this guy gave me to 

be so useful! Even the witch doctor is a little afraid…” 

Before leaving, Beigong Mingtian especially wanted to follow her. 

However, there was no reason for the arrogant and awkward boy to follow her. 

Besides, his identity was sensitive. After all, he was the heir to the throne. If he went overseas to the 

Tonga Kingdom, not only would the H Congress send many soldiers to protect him, but more 

importantly, it would definitely attract the attention of many hidden forces internationally. 

Gu Qiqi didn’t want to carry such a huge burden that attracted attention. 

She would be so happy to move alone! 

Beigong Mingtian could not travel with her. He was depressed and threw this jade to her before leaving. 

Actually, at that time, she was very disgusted. “Hey, isn’t this jade the special token that you once threw 

to me when we were threatened by the S Nation’s assassins in the dense forest?” 

In the end… 

The killer ignored the jade token. 

In the end, Gu Qiqi knocked Beigong Mingtian unconscious and fought the killer alone. 

When Gu Qiqi mentioned the embarrassing incident back then, Beigong Mingtian’s arrogant face turned 

red. 

He was embarrassed and angry. “Of course that kind of small fry doesn’t know what it is! This is the 

most honorable token! Anyway, it’ll be useful one day!” 

Gu Qiqi said, “Hey, I don’t want to bring so much luggage. I haven’t seen any noble people along the 

way. I’m just meeting doctors. Take it back!” 

Chapter 1242: You Don’t Deserve to Know That Noble Man’s Identity! 

 

Gu Qiqi didn’t want to bring such a burden with her. If she lost it halfway through the journey, wouldn’t 

it be even more troublesome? 

Little did she know. 

Beigong Mingtian directly stuffed the jade into Gu Qiqi’s hand and left. “I don’t care. If you find it 

troublesome, just throw it away halfway!” 

Gu Qiqi was petrified. 

Damn, so was this token as precious as hell or as worthless as hell? She could actually throw it away 

halfway? 

At this moment. 



Looking at this broken token that could be thrown away at any time, Gu Qiqi felt rather emotional. 

Unexpectedly, this inconspicuous ancient jade played a decisive role in repelling the enemy today. 

Although she was very confident in her makeup skills, she was also very used to pretending to be Young 

Master Ye. 

Unfortunately, Lisa had no experience. 

If these people had stayed a few seconds longer, they might have realized that Lisa’s small, trembling 

hands and face, which had yet to be covered in makeup… That would have revealed everything. 

And at this decisive moment, the jade token that Beigong Mingtian had given her worked! 

Gu Qiqi casually praised. 

“Oh, Little Tian Tian really has good taste and foresight… I’ll remember it!” 

“I beg your pardon, benefactor?” 

“Ahem, nothing. I just suddenly thought of the owner of this jade token. I’ll introduce you to him 

another day…” 

“Benefactor, I still don’t know your name…” 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. 

It was funny. She had wanted to introduce Beigong Mingtian to her sister, but she had not told her sister 

her name. 

“Oh, you can call me Qiqi or Young Master Ye.” 

Lisa pursed her lips. “Okay, Young Master. Ye.” 

= = = 

Meanwhile, outside the hotel. 

The witch doctor in the gray cloak, The Nineteenth Witch, turned around and looked deeply at Gu Qiqi’s 

room. 

“Go and find out the last name of the guest who just arrived,” she ordered. 

She wondered if it was the same mysterious and distinguished man she had suspected. 

A moment later, the local tyrant came to report while panting. “Your Highness, I’ve found it. His 

surname is Ye! His name… That guest is not registered! There’s only the word Ye on his passport. Could 

it be a stolen passport…?” 

The Nineteenth Witch snorted. “Idiot, what do you know! He’s a noble! If you he doesn’t want to reveal 

his true identity, it’s easy to get a passport under an alias.” 

This news made her even more certain who the young and distinguished man was. 



However, the local tyrant was still confused. “Your Highness, we didn’t find those two little bitches after 

checking around just now. Could it be that they were hidden by this guy who faked his passport?” 

The Nineteenth Witch glared at the stupid local tyrant and raised his hand to hit him. “If you dare to 

spout nonsense again, I’ll poison you to death! Are you blind? Did you see the token around his hand? 

How can such a noble person mix with that kind of tavern singer, idiot!” 

The local tyrant was beaten until he was dizzy. He felt that he was really unlucky today. He was beaten 

up by Gu Qiqi, a woman of unknown origin, and then beaten up by the witch doctor because of a man of 

unknown origin. 

He still wanted to know something. “I was wrong, Your Highness… I was really blind… I wonder if that 

token is…?” 

“Go away! You don’t deserve to know!” 

The Nineteenth Witch scolded the local tyrant and looked deeply at Gu Qiqi’s window again. 

The lights had gone out. 

He wondered what the man and woman inside were doing. 

How could such a distinguished man be with a female nurse? It would dirty his body! 

Standing beside that man should be a woman as talented and dazzling as her, The Nineteenth Witch! 

Chapter 1243: There’s No Man In This World She Can’t Woo 

 

The Nineteenth Witch looked away with hatred and fastened her cloak. It didn’t matter, she thought to 

herself. That kind of cheap woman was just a drop in the bucket. He was just taking a sip. 

With his noble status, he would eventually go to the Ghost Island to participate in the Great Pharmacist 

Guild Conference, and that woman definitely had no right to follow him. 

When the time came, wouldn’t it be more romantic to meet him and reconnect at the Great Pharmacist 

Guild Conference? 

She could use her familiarity with the ghost island to help him, get close to him, and impress him with 

irreplaceable affection! 

When the time came… hehe… 

Was there a man in this world that she, The Nineteenth Witch, could not woo? 

Thinking of this, The Nineteenth Witch’s proud face broke into a smug smile and she turned to leave. 

Meanwhile, Gu Qiqi, who was in the hotel, sneezed for no reason. 

“Achoo—!” 

Holy shit, who’s thinking about me so intensely?? 



= = = 

The night passed uneventfully. 

In the morning. 

Gu Qiqi woke up in a daze and grabbed a hand. She couldn’t help but call out softly, “Three year old 

Gong, you’re here…” 

That’s not right. When did Three year old Gong’s hand become so delicate and soft? 

When she looked up and saw the girl’s shy face, Gu Qiqi was stunned for a moment. 

Only then did she remember that she had agreed to bring Lisa, the female international student she had 

bumped into last night, to Ghost Island. Hence, she had taken her in for the night and shared a bed with 

her. 

Oh dear, she had accidentally slept with a girl! 

Gu Qiqi moved her hand away and smiled. “Lisa, I’m sorry. I was dreaming just now!” 

Lisa asked cautiously, “Who’s Three year old Gong?” 

Gu Qiqi coughed awkwardly. “Yes, yes. It’s nothing. It’s a big bad wolf!” 

Lisa worried. “So … is he coming to Ghost Island, too?” 

Gu Qiqi’s tone was uncertain. “I don’t think so.” 

After all, Gong Jue had a heavy responsibility. He had always had the responsibilities of protecting the 

country and would definitely prioritize important matters. 

Lisa breathed a sigh of relief. “Then… shall I bring breakfast over so we can have it before we depart?” 

Gu Qiqi nodded. “Okay.” 

Then, she realized that she had agreed too quickly and did not notice the first half of the girl’s words. 

She quickly waved her hand. “I’ll get breakfast myself. How can I trouble you?” 

Lisa said nothing. 

She got up, covered her heart, and got busy. 

When Gu Qiqi came out after washing up and changing her clothes, she saw that a sumptuous breakfast 

was already prepared! 

Delicate dishes were arranged on a small dining table on the balcony. This was definitely not the 

standard of the hotel’s thousand-page sandwich breakfast menu. The color, fragrance, and taste were 

perfect. The appearance of the delicacies from the Empire should be… 

“Lisa, you prepared it yourself?” Gu Qiqi was surprised. 

Lisa smiled shyly. “Yes.” 



Afraid that Gu Qiqi would be unhappy, she quickly added, “I only borrowed the hotel’s kitchen for a 

while. I promised to wear a mask the entire time. No one will discover that it’s me!” 

Gu Qiqi ruffled her hair. “Silly girl, thank you. Let’s eat together!” 

With that, Gu Qiqi started eating. 

Seeing that Gu Qiqi wasn’t angry, Lisa heaved a sigh of relief and started eating in small bites. 

They left early after breakfast. 

Gu Qiqi was indeed generous. She directly invested two million yuan and booked a first-class cabin. 

As they boarded, they finally felt the atmosphere of the Great Pharmacist Guild Conference. 

The passengers were dressed in clothes that were unique to various countries. They were travel-worn 

and carried the smell of medicine, disinfectants, or laboratories. 

Almost everyone on the ship was here to attend the Great Pharmacist Guild Conference. 

As she met these people and brushed past them, Gu Qiqi’s mood gradually fluctuated. 

Ghost Island, here I come! 

Chapter 1244: The blood that brought back the dead with heart disease 

 

The liner set sail at dawn! 

The turbulence of the huge waves made many apothecaries feel uncomfortable. They took out the sea-

sickness medicine that they had already prepared. 

But none of this was a problem in the luxurious first-class cabin. 

The money spent was worth it. 

The cabin had a shock absorption design and was very comfortable. Gu Qiqi lay comfortably on the six-

star bed the entire time, drinking fruit juice and listening to Lisa tell her everything she knew about the 

Ghost Island. 

“From the map, the Ghost Island doesn’t cover a large area. Furthermore, because it’s been immersed in 

seawater all year round, it’s very barren and barren. It’s not suitable for humans to survive, let alone for 

gatherings. But in fact, there’s another reason why it’s the location of the gathering of the apothecaries. 

Most tourists or scientific explorers and governments can only enter the surface of Ghost Island. What 

they see is what ordinary people can see. It’s barren.” 

Gu Qiqi was very interested. “Oh? What about the apothecaries?” 

Lisa told her everything in detail. “What the apothecaries enter is the spiritual energy layer of the Ghost 

Island. It can be understood as a parallel space. Although it’s the same Ghost Island, the situation inside 

is worlds apart. It’s said that the spiritual energy layer is surrounded by green trees all year round, and 

the forest is lush. Clouds cover the fog, and it’s especially charming and dangerous. The point is that it’s 



more than a hundred times larger than the small island we can see with the naked eye. There are also 

rare spiritual herbs growing inside that can’t be seen in the outside world.” 

Gu Qiqi’s eyes lit up. “Tell me, what spiritual herbs are there?” 

Lisa pursed her lips shyly. “I’ve only heard rumors. It’s not as if I understand exactly what drugs are 

available…” 

“Alright, how do I enter the spiritual energy layer?” 

“The key! The one that serves as an invitation to bring someone in.” 

“Well, about that, I do have it… Are there any road maps or terrain maps after entering?” 

Lisa wrung her hands. “There was… I stole a copy from my house, and—and as a result, I was kicked out 

of my landlord’s house for owing rent for a few days last time. He threw my luggage in the trash and 

that blueprint was gone…” 

Gu Qiqi held her forehead. “I see…” 

The girl was out of luck… 

Lisa felt that she didn’t help Gu Qiqi much no matter what she said. She bit her lip sadly and tried her 

best to recall the map in her mind. “I only remember that the terrain of that island is very complicated. 

Forest, lake, basin, swamp… There are many dangerous places.” 

Gu Qiqi suddenly became serious. “Lisa, you know that it’s so dangerous, but you still want to go? Let 

me ask you one last time. The terrain there is dangerous, and there’s a dangerous person like the witch 

doctor. Are you really sure you want to go to the Ghost Island?” 

Lisa panicked. “Young Master Ye, I’m sure! I have to go! My sister… my sister is waiting for these herbs 

to save her life…” 

Gu Qiqi was stunned. “You’re looking for medicine too?” 

Lisa nodded. “A black afterlife flower, a seven-colored cloud stone… and, it’s said, a drop of red flame 

blood that can bring a person back from the dead after a heart attack… Only Ghost Island might have 

these drugs.” 

Gu Qiqi raised her eyebrows. 

These few herbs were really something she had never heard of. 

To be precise, she knew about the afterlife flower. It was a Datura. However, the Datura was red and 

there were yellow and white variants. She had never heard of a black one. 

The seven-colored cloud stone referred to a Taihu Stone, but the seven-colored one… Emmmm… She 

had gambled so many stones in the Stone Gambling Hall of Dige, but she had never seen a seven-

colored Cloud Rising Stone. 

As for the Red Flame Blood, it was even more unheard of. 



Well, the reason for saving her sister and finding a miracle drug was certainly enough for a delicate girl 

to risk her life. 

Knock knock knock! Knock knock knock! 

As they were chatting, there was a knock on the door. 

They didn’t know anyone. Who would be knocking? 

The two of them looked at each other and immediately became vigilant! 

Chapter 1245: You… Are So Bad! 

 

Gu Qiqi told Lisa to hide. She was vigilant and pulled open the door. 

The person outside the door was wearing a waiter’s uniform and pushing a food delivery cart. 

“We didn’t order food.” Gu Qiqi frowned. 

The waiter bowed deeply. “How do you do, honored guest? This is Cava wine from the guest in Room 1, 

and fresh cherries, ginseng, and sugar-apples… Please enjoy.” 

Gu Qiqi took a look. She had never heard of cava wine. The cherries were golden, the ginseng was 

purple, and the sugar-apple was dark green like jade. 

All of them were different from the usual variety. 

Well, this was something that rich people liked. Even if they were eating fruit, they had to eat it 

differently. 

In a short time, the waiter had diligently placed the fruits and wine in the room and respectfully backed 

out the door. 

Gu Qiqi checked that the fruits and wine were not poisonous, so she was at ease and boldly enjoyed 

them with Lisa. 

As for who this gift-giver was and what his motives were… Emmmm… This person would eventually 

surface. She was in no hurry. 

At the moment, what she wanted to know more urgently was what Lisa had casually mentioned. 

“Lisa, did you just say that flame blood is good for people with heart disease? Can you tell me about 

your sister’s condition?” She remembered that Chu Junmo also had heart disease. If their symptoms 

were similar, could she borrow Lisa’s sister’s prescription and see if it could also be useful for Brother 

Chu? 

She felt that she owed Brother Chu too much. It would be best if she could find the prescription for 

Brother Chu on this trip to Ghost Island. 

Since Gu Qiqi had asked, Lisa naturally told her everything she knew. 



However, after hearing Sister Lisa’s symptoms, Gu Qiqi muttered in disappointment, “Looks like I can’t 

copy her… Brother Chu’s condition is much more serious…” 

Lisa asked nervously, “Young Master Ye, are you saying my sister’s not the worst? But she’s… she’s 

dying. When I left home a few months ago, she was in bad shape. She’s still holding on, but I know she 

won’t last much longer. Sometimes when I sneak up in the middle of the night and see her hiding in the 

kitchen to take her medicine, she takes a handful of pills… 

Seeing how much Lisa doted on her sister, Gu Qiqi felt as if she had seen her younger brother, Xiaobei, 

care for her. 

Her heart skipped a beat, and her tone couldn’t help but soften. “Don’t worry, I’ll accompany you to find 

the medicine this time. After your sister takes the medicine and recovers, we’ll find a matching heart 

donor. Let your sister undergo a heart transplant surgery, and she won’t be tortured by illness for the 

rest of her life.” 

Lisa’s eyes brightened, then dimmed. “A heart transplant? Isn’t that a little hard?” 

Gu Qiqi raised her chin. “Well… it’s not a little difficult. It’s especially difficult.” 

Lisa was so worried that she was about to cry. 

Oh, she really shouldn’t tease girls so easily! 

Girls’ hearts were especially soft. 

Gu Qiqi quickly stopped. “However, it’s not difficult for me at all.” 

After all, she had once performed a perfect heart transplant under the coercion of an unfamiliar and 

mysterious man in gray leather shoes. 

Lisa’s little heart felt like it was on a roller coaster. It went up and down and she smiled through her 

tears. “Young Master Ye, you’re so bad!” 

Gu Qiqi blinked her big eyes and was about to continue teasing her. 

Suddenly, there was another knock on the door! 

Knock knock! Knock knock! 

This time, there was some urgency. 

The person was not as skilled as the waiter! 

Chapter 1246: The Nineteenth Witch Likes Her?! 

 

After being overly nervous when she opened the door last time, Lisa was much bolder this time. She 

only stood behind Gu Qiqi and didn’t hide. 

When the door opened… 

A man appeared in front of them! 



Lisa didn’t know this man, but Gu Qiqi did. 

Although the man had covered most of his face with a veil, the vicissitudes and fiery scars in his eyes still 

betrayed him. 

The old man with the fire scar! 

It was the old man with the scar who had kindly warned her about the witch doctor at the bistro. 

Gu Qiqi turned sideways and let him in. “What a coincidence. So you’re going to Ghost Island too?” 

The old man with the scar looked very carefully around the corridor before he ducked in and nodded. 

“Yes.” 

“But how did you know that I was in this room?” Gu Qiqi narrowed her eyes and felt puzzled. 

She was dressed like a man! 

Lisa was even more wary, her eyes full of distrust as she looked the strange old man up and down. 

The old man with the scar was calm. He pointed at Lisa, who was behind Gu Qiqi. “I recognize her. She’s 

the little songstress from that day, right? Although her hairstyle and clothes have changed, I can still see 

her former appearance. The people at the tavern said that she eloped with you. So wherever she 

appears, you must be there.” 

Gu Qiqi coughed. 

Was her skill at disguising Lisa really that bad? Even an old man with poor eyesight could tell? 

“When I got on the boat, I saw you from afar. I didn’t dare to recognize you because you had changed 

into men’s clothes. Actually, I wasn’t sure when I opened the door just now. I was just trying my luck… I 

wasn’t sure it was you until you invited me in…” The old man rubbed his hands together. 

Gu Qiqi held her forehead. So she was the one who exposed herself in the end! 

“As for your roommate… Lady, oh no, I should call you Young Master Ye now. Young Master Ye, you still 

don’t know, right? The news that The Nineteenth Witch ordered people to send you wine and fruits has 

already spread throughout the entire cabin. I wonder how many young talents are envious and jealous 

of you…” 

Gu Qiqi coughed. “Cough, cough, cough, cough!” 

In the past, she had always accidentally attracted the hatred of many jealous women. Why did life 

become like this? 

Wait. 

The Nineteenth Witch? Don’t tell me… 

Seeing Gu Qiqi’s confusion, the old man with the scar explained patiently, “The witch doctor clan is 

divided into levels. Anyone who wears a colorful robe is an ordinary witch doctor. The one in the black 

robe is the leader of the witch doctor clan. She’s the legendary Great Witch Doctor. Ordinary people are 

not qualified to see her. There are a total of 19 disciples under the leader. All of them wear gray robes. 



Their surnames before they became his disciples have been completely erased. They are all called His 

Highness… This 19th Prince is the youngest disciple of the Great Witch Doctor. She’s also a famous 

beauty of the witch doctor clan. She’s a woman doted on by the 18 senior brothers and master!” 

Gu Qiqi frowned. 

Unexpectedly, that delicate Witch Nineteen had a good status in the Witch Doctor Clan! 

She did not expect that after the unpleasant room search at the hotel yesterday, the Nineteenth Witch 

would actually send her wine and fruits today to express her goodwill. 

Hmm… As expected, her talent was too dazzling. Did The Nineteenth Witch concede defeat? 

Haha! 

But the thought lasted only a second. 

Gu Qiqi suddenly understood why The Nineteenth Witch treated her differently. 

She raised her wrist. On it was the token Beigong Ming Tian had given her. 

It’s the jade, isn’t it? 

When The Nineteenth Witch saw this token in the hotel room, she immediately left with her men and 

apologized. 

Could it be that The Nineteenth Witch treated her as the true owner of this jade? 

Chapter 1247: There Must Be A Man! 

 

The owner of this jade was clearly… Little Tian Tian. 

Heavens, was the Nineteenth Witch very interested in Little Tiantian? 

If the witch doctor wasn’t as vicious as the rumors said, she wouldn’t mind flirting with her for Little Tian 

Tian. 

But considering the rumors about the witch doctors… 

After seeing with her own eyes how low the local thugs the witch doctor controlled were… 

She would rather not. 

Gu Qiqi said indifferently, “Who cares about the 19th or 18th witch doctor? I’m here to participate in 

the Great Pharmacist Guild Conference, not to befriend some witch doctor. No matter how powerful 

and favored she is, it has nothing to do with me.” 

Behind her, Lisa heard and felt an inexplicable sense of relief. 

Seeing that she was not interested, the old man with the scar did not continue and changed the topic. 

“Then is Young Master Ye planning to participate in the competition in this outfit?” 

Gu Qiqi nodded. “That’s right. There are many men here. It’s more convenient to be a man.” 



At the very least, it would give Lisa some protection. It would make her look like a woman who was 

taken. It would prevent the men from having sneaky thoughts and always thinking about her. 

The old man with the scar glanced at them both. “Then you’re still short of two men.” 

Lisa, who had been silent, suddenly said excitedly, “We don’t need a man! I can do it with Young Master 

Ye!” 

After what happened at the tavern yesterday, she was already traumatized by men. Of course, Gu Qiqi’s 

Young Master Ye was an exception. 

Gu Qiqi was also stunned. “Why do we need other men? They’re too much of a hindrance!” 

Men are troublesome, okay? 

Most of them were stupid enough not to listen to instructions. 

Wouldn’t that be a burden? 

The old man with the scar stroked his short beard and shook his head. “You don’t know the rules of the 

Great Pharmacist Guild, do you? When entering the Ghost Island, you have to form a team of four. The 

team must have a woman and three men. If you can’t form a team like this, you will be disqualified.” 

“What kind of strange rule is this?” Gu Qiqi frowned. 

“Perhaps there are too few female apothecaries. Only one of each team is forced to bring one. The 

others must be men, in case all the female apothecaries are taken by a few teams.” 

“We’re not competing. We’re just looking for herbs,” Lisa said gloomily. 

“The teams that don’t participate in the competition still have to be formed according to the rules. 

Moreover, you have to participate in the competition because only the participants are qualified to 

approach the deepest medicinal forest. Those who don’t participate can only watch from the beach on 

the island. That would be a wasted trip. You won’t be able to find any precious medicinal herbs.” The old 

man with the scar shrugged. 

Gu Qiqi and Lisa exchanged glances. 

It seemed that the two of them had underestimated this trip to the island. 

They thought they could move around freely by landing on the island and avoiding the crowds to find 

what they wanted. What did it matter to them how savage those witch doctors and doctors were? 

From the looks of it, it was impossible not to participate! 

Since they were here, they had to adapt to the rules and carry out a cruel PK! 

But where could they find another two men to team up with? 

= = = 

Tonga Kingdom Customs. 



Chu Junmo’s plane was stopped. He was not allowed to land at the airport. He had to return to the place 

he came from. 

Chu Junmo did not panic in the face of danger. He instructed Secretary Jiao, “We’ll approach by sea and 

mobilize a cargo ship into the country!” 

As the freighter pulled into the harbor, a large group of staff came over to search Chu Junmo’s luggage. 

Inside the luggage, they actually found a contraband item—gator skin! 

According to local law, Chu Junmo had to be detained for more than seven days! 

Looking at the handcuffs that were handed over, the usually calm and composed Chu Junmo’s face 

darkened. 

When did he put crocodile skins in his luggage? Was he the kind of man who had no taste?’ 

Damn it. 

Gong Jue! It’s you, right? 

Trying all means to stop me from seeing Qiqi? You’re really unscrupulous! 

Think there’s nothing I can do about it? 

Chapter 1248: Who’s the Scheming One? 

 

On this side, Chu Junmo was trapped by Gong Jue. 

On the other side, Gu Qiqi and Lisa were worried about finding two men to form a team. 

Those who could participate in the Great Pharmacist Guild Conference were basically all young and 

reputable alchemists. Before coming, they were already very familiar with the rules of the competition. 

They had long chosen reliable allies in advance and formed teams. 

It was rare for people like Gu Qiqi and Lisa to come for a specific purpose. 

Were they going to go out to the cabins and ask if anyone was willing to form a team? 

Even if they did, how many people could trust them? 

This was no game. No one would easily form an alliance with a stranger. 

If they were tricked by a stranger and lost the competition, they would have wasted a great opportunity 

on this trip to the Ghost Island. 

Just as the two of them were deep in thought. 

The old man with the scar suddenly coughed. “Well… actually, do you want to consider me… Although 

my legs aren’t that agile, I’m still proficient in medicine. I can help in the competition… More 

importantly, I definitely won’t harm you!” 



Before Gu Qiqi could agree, Lisa first sized up Old Man Huo Ba and asked in a distrustful tone, “This is 

the reason why you came to look for Young Master Ye today, right? You also know that the Nineteenth 

Witch values Young Master Ye, so you took the opportunity to join in? Hehe, how do we know that you 

won’t harm anyone?” 

The old man with the scar did not change his expression and asked directly, “Miss, Young Master Ye has 

always said that you’re innocent and cute. I think your question shows that you’re scheming! Only 

scheming people will suspect others of harming themselves! Can you tell me what’s your motive for 

following Young Master Ye?” 

Lisa was speechless. “You…! I, I’m not as scheming as you say… Young Master Ye, I really am not!” 

Gu Qiqi held her forehead and patted her shoulder comfortingly. “Yes, yes. I know.” 

She had to admit that after the incident at the bistro last night, the naive Lisa had some social 

experience and was a little more wary of people. 

However, she was not experienced enough! 

Why would a truly scheming girl point at someone’s nose and question their motives? 

She would have complained behind his back. 

She smiled faintly and said to the old man with the scar, “If you are willing to join us, you are welcome! 

But trust is mutual. I trust you and I hope you can trust Lisa. The most important thing for a team is not 

combat power, but unity.” 

The old man with the scar was silent for a moment before nodding. “Okay. However, allow me to 

explain again. The reason why I promised not to harm you is that this competition has nothing to do 

with me.” 

Lisa said nothing, but shot a look that said, Why should I believe you? 

The old man with the scar continued calmly, “The competition organized by the Great Pharmacist Guild 

is to select the most powerful young pharmacists to join the core team of the guild. Therefore, all the 

rewards and the honor of winning the competition are enjoyed by young people. People of my age can 

only be the assistants in the team to see the world. All the rewards for winning in the end have nothing 

to do with me… Therefore, I definitely won’t do anything to harm you just to fight for anything.” 

“So what do you want?” Lisa asked before she could stop herself. 

“I just want to revisit the old place and see the place where I once fought. I want to offer incense to my 

companions who died in the competition…” 

Lisa curled her lip. “You make yourself sound so noble!” 

The old man with the scar said, “Of course, I don’t deny that if we can eventually reach the Spring of 

Beginnings, I want to take a little of the spring water there…” 

Chapter 1249: The Third Person to Knock 

 



Spring of Beginnings. A spirit spring deep within the ghost island. 

Legend had it that age could be restored. 

It was basically impossible to become young again. However, the spring water should be rich in minerals 

and have the miraculous effect of removing scars. 

Gu Qiqi glanced at the ruined appearance on the old man’s face and thought that it was understandable 

that he wanted the water from the Spring of Beginnings. 

Even old people don’t like their faces covered in scars, do they? 

She immediately decided. “There aren’t many choices for us now. Instead of suspecting each other, it’s 

better to work hard and cooperate. Since we’re not here for the results of the competition, all the more 

we should take care of each other. After we enter and find what we want, we’ll retreat quickly. We 

won’t be greedy for anything else, so we can protect ourselves.” 

The old man with the scar and Lisa finally reached a consensus. They nodded, expressing their trust in 

Gu Qiqi’s words. 

In order to show his sincerity, the old man with the scar even took the initiative to suggest, “Lisa’s 

makeup is not good. You guys provoked the witch doctor’s subordinates yesterday. Your appearance has 

been drawn into an image and is wanted in their small circle. If any witch doctor recognizes you, I’m 

afraid there will be trouble. I’m good at disguises and can help you redo your makeup.” 

As he spoke, he took out a rare set of makeup tools from his backpack and lined them up on the table. 

As expected, they looked very professional! 

Lisa still hesitated. To allay her concerns, the old man with the scar decided to apply the makeup on 

himself first. 

Within ten minutes. 

His face had changed! 

The fire scar was still there, but he had turned it into deep wrinkles. His originally kind and kind face was 

now fierce. It was obvious that he was not someone to be trifled with. 

He smiled. “I became fierce. You’ll think twice before provoking me as an opponent. Saves a lot of 

trouble.” 

For once, Lisa believed him. 

She sat on a stool and let him apply makeup on her with relief. 

After ten minutes! 

Lisa had transformed from an innocent little girl into a more seductive and flirtatious young woman! 

Gu Qiqi was filled with emotions. 

She only knew how to make women into men, but not other forms. 



As for the old man with the scar, his skills were really superb. He used a few mild medicinal powders to 

shape people’s facial expressions so differently. 

That’s amazing. 

Such a magical makeup technique was undoubtedly a kind of medical skill. It was commonly known as 

“medical beauty”. 

Lisa was pleased that her makeup look was successful and she no longer had to hide. 

However, she was still not used to this “seductive woman” setting. 

The three of them continued chatting. 

But then they heard the cabin broadcast. 

A deep, crisp male voice reminded all the passengers that they were almost at Ghost Island! 

Lisa hurriedly opened the curtains. 

Sure enough, through the window, an island that bulged like a turtle’s back appeared on the blue sea. 

The island was barren and filled with cracked soil and wet moss like a turtle’s back. It did not look like a 

spiritual forest at all. 

Gu Qiqi couldn’t help but secretly rejoice. 

If she hadn’t been on this ship with Lisa and the others, she probably wouldn’t have known that there 

was a completely different spiritual energy layer after entering Ghost Island. 

She would probably be disappointed when she saw this barren island and would have thoughts of 

retreating. 

Although these two teammates she had obtained by accident did not know each other well, it was not 

necessarily a bad thing. 

The man on the radio was still reminding everyone to register as a team as soon as possible. When they 

disembarked, if they did not successfully have a group with three men and a woman, they would be 

refused permission to board the island and be sent back to their original location… 

The three of them looked at each other worriedly. They were still short of a man! 

Just as she was worrying, there was a third knock on the door. 

Chapter 1250: Can’t Be Blunt and Rough With Girls 

 

Gu Qiqi opened the door. 

The person outside the door surprised her again. 

Although the proud girl was wearing a gray robe, she had put down her cloak and hat. Her young and 

exquisite face was presented to everyone. 



It turned out that witch doctors could be beautiful and feminine. They weren’t necessarily demons 

baring their fangs. 

The young witch doctor in front of her had red lips and white teeth. She even had crystal-like light 

makeup on. Gu Qiqi’s opinion of the witch doctor changed. 

“Your Highness?” Gu Qiqi smiled. “Thank you for your hospitality.” 

A glint flashed across The Nineteenth Witch’s eyes. Her lips curled up slightly, and her voice was slightly 

hoarse. “As long as Young Master Ye likes it.” 

Gu Qiqi really wanted to say that there was nothing to like or dislike. If it came to her door, she would 

just eat it. 

However, cough cough cough. She couldn’t be so straightforward and rough with girls. 

She smiled but said nothing. 

The only topic between the two of them was gone, and the atmosphere became a little awkward. 

The Nineteenth Witch looked up into the room and was surprised to see two other people. A fierce old 

man and… a flirtatious woman! 

The look in the shaman’s eyes changed immediately. 

Young Master Ye… actually had a woman by his side! 

Last night, a young singer spent the night with him. In just a few hours on this ship, there was actually a 

woman sitting on his bed. 

Had he been unable to leave women for a moment? 

He changed his women every few hours. 

His taste was so different and he was so fickle! 

But… 

When The Nineteenth Witch met Gu Qiqi’s half-smiling face that carried a hint of evilness and wildness, 

the dissatisfaction in her heart disappeared. 

Even if he was a little flirtatious, it was still forgivable. 

How could such a man not have a woman by his side? 

However, it didn’t matter. In the future, with her, the Nineteenth Witch, around him, those shameless 

women… Hehehe, they will either die or be crippled. 

Moreover, this also indirectly showed that Young Master Ye’s stamina was really good. 

These shameless women were all here to help her prove Young Master Ye’s might. 



With this thought in mind, The Nineteenth Witch quickly adjusted her mood and broke the awkward 

conversation. “Are the people inside Young Master Ye’s friends? Are you going to team up to land on 

the island later?” 

Gu Qiqi nodded. “Yes.” 

The Nineteenth Witch raised his eyebrows. “Then Young Master Ye is still short of people?” 

Gu Qiqi nodded again. “Yes.” 

The Nineteenth Witch’s eyes lit up with pride. “I still have people here! My butler and I can team up with 

you!” 

There were two men on Young Master Ye’s side, and she had a man and a woman. Wasn’t that perfect? 

What a good plan! 

To her surprise. 

Gu Qiqi shook her head. “I only lack a man here.” 

“Huh? But you need another woman…” said the Nineteenth Witch, her voice rising in disbelief as she 

suddenly realized something. “That vixen is in the competition?” 

She pointed at Lisa, her eyes almost spitting fire. 

Gu Qiqi coughed. “Ahem, that’s right. She’s also a member of our team. She’s proficient in… Uh, finding 

medicine!” 

Gu Qiqi thought for a few seconds before giving Lisa such a skill. 

Lisa had to save her sister by saying she was good at finding medicine. That was the right thing to say. 

The Nineteenth Witch was depressed. 

The spot that she should have occupied was actually snatched away by a lousy medicine woman! 

It was all her fault for being so reserved. Why did she send fruits? She should have sent herself to him 

just now! 

The way Young Master Ye looked at her was so gentle and protective! 


